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Dear Abortion Committee hearing (HB1171)~ 

 

Due to your Chair, pro-abortionist Delores Kelly, you are hearing a bill, wasting your committee's time and that 

of the Senate. 

The Senate president has let it be known that the sentiment of the State of Maryland has been tallied as 

AGAINST the Finance Chair's desire for endless abortion industry profits from (what Believers deem as) 

murder. 

 

Yet, here you are, hearing yet another bill in 2022 demanding murder. 

Such is the bloodlust. 

Such is the puppetry demanded from Maryland/national abortionist outfits. 

Your dance is how they tell you to dance. 

Your days longer due to dishonest thought, unlawful attempts to subvert the rule of law, and murderous 

contempt for life itself. 

 

Like the attack the innocent experience when set upon by a frenzied school of sharks, 

the supermajority party has beat down, insulted, and marginalized many Believers in Christ, many principled 

Republicans, many competent with the written word  as they aim to harm, savage and kill the innocent and then 

swim in the blood of their innocent victims -  the vulnerable, the unborn. 

 

In prior masculine days, battle putting combatants awash in a stream of blood pitted similarly-armed 

adversaries  face-to-face, each bearing sword of battle. 

These feminist days of Maryland bloodletting highlights the nature of feminist combat:: 

hypocrisy, weakness and bloodthirst.  

Manipulating law, narratives & the public pulpit against laws of God and nature. 

The (would-be) combatant these feminists and their proxies rail against? A defenseless, ever-vulnerable NON-

combatant...an infant. 

 

This 2022 Session bill (HB1171) and several others like it indulge this (lawlessly-gerrymandered) 

supermajority of sharks reveling in bloodlust, 

tadpoling amidst infant blood. Egyptian and Roman soldiers have nothing on these feminist days in Maryland. 

[Exod.13:15; Matt.2:16] 

 

Knowing that law, actual public sentiment and the truth about a flawed loophole (now-wrenched & 

distorted, unrecognizable from its original aim at cases of rape, incest and life of the mother until the loophole 

has become an all-enveloping, blackhole) will rise, 

bill HB1171 and others like it aim to wrongfully cement bloodthirst into Maryland's Declaration of Rights. 

One heartbeat is not superior to another. 

One set of legs, sexual organs, lungs, eyes is not superior to another's. 

The abortion committees must come to face that reality. And turn away from efforts to continue sacrifices to an 

evil puppetmaster. 

 

Humbly offered 

~vince  

 


